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ABSTRACT
LOCAL STRESS FACTORS OF PIPE-NOZZLE UNDER INTERNAL PRESSURE
by
Jih-Lian Jack Ha
This thesis presents a comprehensive study of local stresses around a pipe-nozzle due 
to internal pressure. The finite element method (FEM) was employed to provide a 
numerical solution which will furnish a database for stress analysts to compute local 
stresses o f pipe-nozzle due to internal pressure. The local pressure stresses for both the 
pipe and the nozzle around the pipe-nozzle juncture are first normalized into pressure 
stress factors which are then plotted as functions of geometrical parameters, beta, 3, 
(nozzle mean radius / pipe mean radius) and gamma y, (pipe mean radius / pipe thickness). 
These local pressure stresses at each point on the shell have both the longitudinal and 
circumferential directional components with respect to the orientation of the nozzle and 
the pipe, respectively. These stress components are again subdivided into membrane and 
bending in character. All together, sixteen (16) different stress factor plots are provided in 
this thesis which allows pressure vessel engineers to compute local stresses on both the 
outside and inside shell of the pipe, as well as the nozzle, at locations where the 
longitudinal and circumferential symmetric plane intersect the pipe-nozzle geometry.
The ranges of these stress factors cover the beta, P, varies from 0.1 to 1.0 in an 
increment o f one-tenth, and the gamma, y, varies from 10 to 300 in nine randomly selected 
intervals.
To ensure accuracy of the numerical results from the finite element method, the plate 
/ shell elements are used with 96 nodes around the pipe-nozzle juncture. The pipe length is 
modeled with a parameter alphap, ap, (pipe length / pipe mean radius) of a value of 8.0.
The nozzle length is modeled with a parameter alphan, an, (nozzle length /nozzle mean 
radius) o f a value of 4.0. As a result, the optimized full pipe-nozzle model has 5268 nodes 
and 3245 elements, when 3=0.5.
The local stress due to pressure may be used in conjunction with the stress 
computation table o f the Welding Research Council Bulletin 107, which computes the 
local stress around the pipe-nozzle due to other external nozzle loads. Therefore, the 
stress computation table of WRC 107 is revised in this thesis to accommodate the local 
pressure stress effects.
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NOMENCLATURES
ap = pipe length / pipe mean radius 
an = nozzle length / nozzle mean radius 
P =  r / R
y = R /T
eei, s ^  “  circumferential strains 
yf] = tee or hole curvature parameter for the pipe 
= tee or hole curvature parameter for the nozzle 
4”, , = see equation (31)
v = Poison1 ratio
<Ja)>°ai = meridianal membrane stresses
ab\’ °bi = meridianal bending stresses
°c\ •> °c2 ~ circumferential membrane stresses
a = midsurface radius o f a cylindrical shell in general
d = inside diameter of nozzle or hole
d, , d2 = lengths of shell
D, , D 2 = flexural rigidity of pipe and nozzle, respectively, see equation (32) 
E = Young's modules 
h = thickness o f a cylindrical shell in general 
Lp = length of pipe 
Ln = length of nozzle 
M^i, Mx7 = shell bending moments 
M x, M j , M Xf , = shell moment resultants 
N ^ , = circumferential direct stress resultants
= meridianal direct stress resultants 
N X, N ^ , N XI^ , = shell force resultants
xiii
p = internal pressure
Q.th Q * 2  = transverse shear stress resultants 
Qx’Q<t>-> = shearing force resultants
R = pipe mean radius
r = nozzle mean radius
S, s = nominal stresses see equation (31)
T = pipe thickness 
t - nozzle thickness
u = displacement in x direction
v = displacement in (j> direction
w = displacement in r direction
/ ck{1&v2 / ck2 = rotations
Xj , x 2 = coordinates along shell meridians for pipe and nozzle respectively. 
p  = r / J R T
Subscripts
1, M = pipe, main shell
2, B = nozzle, branch
xiv
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Local stresses around the pipe-nozzle under internal pressure, temperature and other 
external loads has attracted much attention in the past two decades due to the safety 
requirements of nuclear reactor.
Different from the related axisymmetric problem of a pressurized spherical shell 
containing a radial circular nozzle, the problem of local stress around the pipe-nozzle 
under internal pressure involves tremendous mathematical difficulties due to the 
absence of axial symmetry. Especially due to the fact that the intersection of the 
midsurfaces at the pipe-nozzle juncture is not a geodesic curve on either the pipe or the 
nozzle, this restricts the approximate solution to small values of pipe-nozzle 
geometrical parameters. Based on the elastic thin-shell theory, Lind, [13] viewed this 
problem as a boundary value problem and developed an overall equilibrium equation at 
the crotch of a pipe-nozzle connection for limited geometry configurations. Several 
other researchers achieved different approximate solutions at certain locations on the 
intersection of special geometry configuration by various assumptions. The linear 
distribution of nominal bending stresses through the thickness of the pipe-nozzle 
intersection, and continuity conditions of axial membrane stress, circumferential strain, 
and the rotation of bending moment at the intersection of pipe-nozzle connection, are 
common assumptions in most of the theoretical approximate solutions. Therefore, the 
results from these previous studies can only be used as references.
To date, several researchers have studied some special cases of the local pressure 
stress at the pipe-nozzle by using the finite element method. Due to computational 
restrictions, a quarter model of the pipe-nozzle with appropriate boundary conditions 
were used. However, the purposes of their studies were for certain specific pipe-nozzle
2size to evaluate or justify their designs. Therefore, these results are not sufficient to be 
used as a design guide. There is a need for a comprehensive parametric study of these 
local stresses at the pipe-nozzle connection under internal pressure. The numerical 
results of such a study may be used in conjunction with Welding Research Council 
Bulletin 107 [38], which computes local stresses due to external loadings.
This thesis presents a comprehensive study of such local pressure stresses around 
the pipe-nozzle by using a full pipe-nozzle model. After a comparative study of the 
existing mathematical models from other authors, a mathematical model with certain 
modified assumptions is then presented in this thesis. The approximate solution from 
this proposed new model will be used to compare with the numerical solution of the 
finite element results from this thesis. To ensure a proper asymptotic of the numerical 
results, a comprehensive study on the number of nodes around the pipe-nozzle juncture 
was made. For optimum accuracy within the framework of the software, the finite 
element model of plate/shell element with 96 nodes on the pipe-nozzle juncture are 
adopted. The plate/shell elements, which are skewed to the global coordinate system 
(typical of shell model), have all six degrees of freedom active. The asymptotic studies 
also adopt a value of 8.0 for the parameter alphap, a p, (pipe length / pipe mean
radius) and a value of 4.0 for the parameter alphan, a n, (nozzle length / nozzle mean 
radius). These values would ensure that the boundary conditions at the ends of the pipe 
and the nozzle will not affect the accuracy of numerical results. The nozzle thickness is 
assumed to be proportional to the pipe thickness by the value of beta, i.e. t=pT.
To present a comprehensive range of local pressure stress results, the geometrical 
parameter beta, (3, (nozzle mean radius / pipe mean radius) range is selected from 0.1 
to 1.0 with an increment of 0.1 and the gamma, y, (pipe mean radius / pipe thickness) 
range is selected from 10 to 300 in nine randomly selected intervals (see the typical 
configuration of pipe with a nozzle attachment subjected to internal pressure in Figure 
1).
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4The local stresses in circumferential and longitudinal directions of the pipe, as 
well as the nozzle, on both the inside and outside of the shells at the intersections of the 
pipe-nozzle symmetric plans (longitudinal and transverse) are investigated. The 
numerical stress results are further normalized by the pressure value used in the 
computation into a pressure stress factors. As a result, a series of sixteen (16) pressure 
stress factor plots are presented in this thesis. They are functions of beta, 3 ( nozzle 
mean radius / pipe mean radius) and gamma, y ( piping mean radius / pipe thickness).
Comparisons of data from available literature show that the finite element results 
from this thesis provide a significant improvement over all the previous studies.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
A review of literature indicates that a considerable amount of work on local pressure 
stresses on pipe-nozzle have been performed in the past.
2.1 Theoretical analysis
The theoretical analysis of pipe-nozzle local stresses involve tremendous mathematical 
difficulties due to the absence of axial symmetry. Instead of an ordinary differential 
equation for the stress field, partial differential equations with various non-symmetric 
terms are needed for the pipe-nozzle geometry which led to difficulties in obtaining 
exact kinematics or force (and moment) equilibrium at the juncture of the pipe-nozzle. 
The approximate solutions to date are restricted to fairly small ranges of the 
intersecting curvatures, since the midsurfaces of the pipe-nozzle intersection is 
generally not a geodesic curve. Several researchers achieved different approximate 
solutions for certain specific locations on the intersection of special geometry 
configuration by assuming a linear distribution of nominal bending stress through the 
thickness of the pipe-nozzle intersection, and the continuity conditions of axial 
membrane stress, circumferential strain, rotation of normal, bending moment at the 
intersection of pipe-nozzle connection. Usually the elastic deformation, change of 
geometry effects and strain hardening are ignored in those approximate solutions. Some 
of these approximations can be very inaccurate in certain cases. The first lower-bound 
approximate results was attempted by Goodall [9] who performed the limit analysis by 
using the limited interaction yield surface of approximate Tresca two-moment method. 
His method, employing the shallow shell equations for the main vessel, was restricted
5
6to the case of very small diameter nozzles. It was not possible to achieve equilibrium of 
forces and moments at the intersection due to the simple stress field assumed.
An estimate of the limit pressure for cylindrical nozzle on cylindrical shell was 
derived from an upper bound analysis for the two-moment surface by Cloud and 
Rodabaugh [4]. They provided a simplified formula for pressure stress calculation. 
However, because of the neglect of several terms in the boring differential equations 
and some approximations made, this method is restricted to nozzle / shell diameter 
ratios of 0.5 or less, and can be regarded as a rough estimate.
Schroeder's and Rangarajan's [23] upper bound to plastic limit pressure of branch- 
pipe tee connections is based on an Ilyushin approximation to the Von Mises yield 
surface. It is limited to beta, P, (r/R) larger than 0.4 and gamma, y, (R/T) greater than 
20. The assumption has some degree of freedom so that it is possible to gradually lower 
the upper bounds, which is based on an approximate rigid, perfectly plastic analysis. 
By using nonlinear programming method, the bounds allowed a more general case and 
could be further improved.
Very recently, Biron [2] attempted a lower bound formulation by using the same 
yield surface as defined by Von Mises [23] and by dividing the configuration into 
limited number of zones and simple expressions for stresses. Because of the small 
number of these zones, the results obtained are not satisfactory in that all equilibrium 
requirements can not be satisfied outside of a given tolerance, and the lower bound 
dependency on this tolerance was not negligible. Within such zones, the stress 
resultants are approximated by a finite series, then the coefficients of which are 
optimized. In his research the appropriate continuity conditions must be satisfied across 
the boundaries, and the equilibrium at the intersection must be satisfied to a specified 
tolerance.
72.2 Experimental method
Many experimental results with parameters have been provided by different 
researchers. J. Schroeder and P. Rangarajan [23] set up an experimental model with tee 
machined from an annealed plate of forged 1020C mild steel ( ANSI specification ). 
The yield strength obtained from the annealed specimens was almost identical to the 
yield strength exhibited by unannealed material cut from branch and pipe where elastic 
deformations had occurred. Measuring devices were attached to pivots glued to the 
branch or pipe to avoid shifting of contact points of dial gauges. Both tees indicated 
pronounced yield points. It should be pointed out that the experimental results are 
subjected to a great deal of uncertainty for many reasons: (1) the effect of anisotropy 
and strain hardening of the material used and the difficulty in defining yield stress, (2) 
the differing amounts of weld at the intersection of the pipe-nozzle, and (3) local 
defects due to geometry inaccuracies or inhomogeneities. In addition to these, there is a 
major uncertainty in the definition of limit pressure from experimental results. The 
experimental data also depends on the strain gage locations and the dial gauge readings.
For the cases of beta, P, (nozzle mean radius /pipe mean radius) up to 0.7 and 
gamma, y, (pipe mean radius / pipe thickness) equal to 12.5, J. Schroeder, J. 
Gartenburg, and K. R. Srinivasaiah [28] performed an experimental analysis with 
specimens machined from forging process and have fillet but no welds. Also the effect 
of external reinforcement in the form of fillets is investigated. It was assumed that the 
prestraining during assembly had a negligible effect on the limit load since a 
redistribution of strain occurs when limit conditions are approached.
2.3 Numerical analysis 
Goodell, R. A. [10] analyzed the stress distribution across the pipe-nozzle intersection 
numerically for the case of gamma, y, (R/T), of 3.7, beta, P, (r/R), of 0.65, and (r/t), 
of 1.6. An axisymmetric geometric assumption combined with the use of asymmetric
8loading conditions and finite plate method was employed by Brown, S. J. f3] for pipe- 
nozzle connection of small beta cases, (r/R < 0.5). Shortly afterwards, Truitt, J. B. 
and Raju, P. P. [35] presented a comparative study between a three-dimensional and an 
axisymmetric finite-element analysis of reactor pressure-vessel inlet nozzle subject to 
internal pressure. A quarter-symmetric section of the nozzle was modeled with a three- 
dimensional quadratic isoparametric finite element. This comparative study proved that 
the axisymmetric analysis is unconservative if based upon common axisymmetric 
modeling techniques.
A parametric survey of lower-bound limit pressures at the pipe-nozzle connection 
was then conducted by Robinson, M. [20]. Because of uncertainty and ambiguity in 
interpreting the experimental data and an inadequate number of good upper-bound 
results, there is still a need for further work to be done. A better solution would require 
a three-dimensional elastic-plastic finite element analysis taking account of change of 
geometry effects.
Based on the boundary-point-Ieast-squares (BPLS) technique, Redekop, D. and 
Schroeder, J. [18] formulated an approximate method to predict elastic hoop stresses in 
the longitudinal plane of an unreinforced pressurized tee, using axisymmetric solutions 
from plate-cylindrical shell intersections. Correspondence of values is such that the 
present method may be preferred to a full-scale finite element analysis for some cases. 
A comparison is also made between the hoop stresses in the transverse plan of tees and 
those in sphere-cylinder intersections.
Since ASME Boiler and Pressure code is limited and does not include some 
components which are presently being used in plant fabrication, Sadd, M. H. and 
Avent, R. R. [21] employed a finite element package, Georgia Tech ICES STRUDL, 
using a quadrilateral element with six degree of freedom at each of the four corner 
nodes was used, to analyze the pipe trunnion under internal pressure and combined with 
various end loadings as well. The alphap value (pipe length / pipe mean radius) was
9taken as 8.0 for their model. Several computer runs were made for those cases R/2 < r 
< R and a gamma, y, (pipe mean radius / pipe thickness) range from 5 to 20 only, and 
empirical formulas were developed to express the stress indices as a function of certain 
dimensionless ratios.
Maximum stress intensities for an equal diameter unreinforced cylinder /cylinder 
pipe intersection of mean diameter / thickness ratio, 24.7( 2 x y ), under internal 
pressure and six individual moment loadings, were then studied by Moffat, D. G. and 
Mistry, J. [17]. The significant of the results are: 1) for multiple combined moment 
loadings, design code may underestimate the resulting maximum stress intensity and 2) 
for many of the interacting load combinations considered, the circular interaction used 
by design codes appears to be satisfactory. In some cases, it is significantly 
conservative due to the reinforcing effect of one load upon another. However, in other 
cases, in particular for run pipe in-plan and out-of-plan moment combinations, linear 
interaction has been shown to be more relevant.
Tabone, C. J. and Mallett, R. H. [32] established a finite element model of a 
nozzle in a cylindrical shell subjected to internal pressure, out-of-plan moment, and a 
combination of pressure plus out-of-plan moment for one special case of alpha, L/R = 
2.83, beta, P, r/R = 0.649, and gamma, y, R/T =29.95 by using ANSYS finite 
element package. Three-dimensional finite element model of a nozzle in a cylindrical 
shell was used and load versus displacement behavior was given. The analysis 
considered inelastic behavior at small displacements. Two elements along thickness 
direction of the nozzle and vessel were employed in this geometrical model. The 
purpose of this paper is to obtain an estimation of limit loads based on extrapolation of 
the load-versus-inverse-displacement curves. A conclusion was given for the effect of 
the combined loading, for a case in which the internal pressure reduces the moment 
capability of the nozzle by 35 percent.
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In 1990 and 1991, comprehensive results on local pipe stresses were published by 
Sun, Sun, and Herman, using finite element method solutions. These papers reported a 
series of bending and membrane stress factors for local circumferential and longitudinal 
stresses on the pipe region of the pipe-nozzle juncture due to external loading 
components. The stress factors due to radial load and overturning moments were 
reported in Ref. [29], and those for torsional moment and shear forces were reported in 
Ref. [30]. Both papers adopted the fundamental assumption that the thickness ratio of 
nozzle to pipe is unified. A related study of the local stresses on the nozzle region of 
the pipe-nozzle juncture was published by Lin, J., Sun, B. C. and Koplik, B. [12] to 
complement the pressure vessel design database. Additional data on local stress due to 
external radial load was presented by Lu, Sun, Koplik [14] with a new assumption that 
the thickness ratio of nozzle to pipe is equal to the radius ratio of nozzle to pipe. The 
local pressure stresses reported from this thesis may be used in conjunction either with 
external local stresses computation provided by the Welding Research Council Bulletin 
107, or the above mentioned papers. One should note that the WRC 107 data was not 
taken into account the pipe-nozzle thickness ratio and the local stresses on the nozzle 
region.
For certain combinations of geometrical parameters, some researchers have 
studied the same topic by using the finite element method. However, the purposes of 
their studies were for verification of certain specific pipe-nozzle geometries. Their 
limited results are not sufficient to extend over a large range to cover most practical 
needs in analysis and design. There is a need for a comprehensive study of these local 
stresses of pipe-nozzle connection under internal pressure. Due to the difficulty in 
mathematical modelling, using the finite element approach is probably the best choice 
to pursue this subject. The existing literature in theoretical, experimental and numerical 
approach are tabulated in chronological order as shown in Figure 2.
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CHAPTER 3
BASIC THEORY
The problem of local stress around the pipe-nozzle under internal pressure involves 
tremendous mathematical difficulties caused by the absence of axial symmetry. Several 
researchers achieved different approximate solutions for certain locations on the 
intersection of special geometry configuration with different assumptions. The linear 
distribution through the thickness of the pipe-nozzle intersection and continuity 
conditions of axial membrane stress, circumferential strain, rotation of normal, bending 
moment at the intersection of pipe-nozzle connection, are commonly assumed in most 
of the theoretical approximate solution. In comparison with the related axisymmetric 
problem of a pressurized spherical shell containing a radial circular nozzle, more 
serious difficulties arise from the circumstance that the intersection of the midsurfaces 
at the junction is not generally a geodesic curve on either the pipe or nozzle, which 
restricted the approximate solution to fairly small values of the intersection curvature 
parameter. Therefore, the results from these local stress studies are limited by the 
location and special geometry configuration and can also only be used carefully as a 
reference. Based on the elastic thin-shell theory, Lind [13] assumed this problem as a 
boundary value problem and developed an overall equilibrium equation at the crotch of 
a pipe-nozzle connection for limited pipe-nozzle geometry configuration. By employing 
conformal mapping, Thiel, Eringen and Naghdi [33] achieved solutions to the similar 
problems of a circular hole in a cylindrical shell (see Equation 1), restricting the 
solution to a very small values of the opening curvature parameter as reported in 
Welding Research Council Bulletin 102.
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i
V/ = ( ^ /4 X 3 -3 v 2)'4(o7’)"i (1)
The uniformly distributed traction over the edge of the hole acting in the direction 
of the nozzle axis and equal to the resultant pressure over the area of the hole was 
assumed in the special case analyzed in Welding Research Council Bulletin 102 [33]. In 
other words, the closed pressure vessel in which the hole is normally intersected by a 
closed membrane cylinder with the assumption that the axial stress in the membrane 
does not vary around the juncture. Actually, considerable variations of this stress exist 
even for thin walled nozzle through photoelastic experiment.
Most experimental data have shown that the region of highest stress in the pipe- 
nozzle connection under internal pressure exist at the vicinity of points "A" & "B" (see 
Figure 1), where large hoop stresses occur as a result of the removed material of the 
hole from the pipe. In all available experimental data, the highest stress have proven to 
occur at "A" & "B", and then become the governing stress for design.
In terms of the components of the displacement field and their partial derivatives, 
the equilibrium equation has been established by Timoshenko [34] and then modified 
by Lind [13]. Let the components of displacement be u, v, w respectively in the 
direction of x, <(>, and r (see the cylindrical-shell coordinates, displacement components, 
and shell force components in Figure 3).
d 2{u)l  dx2 + -—^ - d 2(u)/d<f>2 + -—^ - d 2(v)/ckd<p + vdw /  dx 
+k[—- — d 2( u ) I d(j>2 -  d 3{ w ) ! dx? + —- — d*(yv)I ckcty2] = 0
V d 2 (u)  /  dxd<j> +  d 2(y) / cty2 + — — —  d 2( v ) l  dc2 + dw  I cty
3 3 - v  (2)
+£[—(I -  i' )d 2(y ) lck 2 -  —~—d 2(w ) lc k 2 = 0
Z i <u<
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Figure 3 Cylindrical-shell coordinates, displacement components, and shell force 
components
vdul dx + dv I dtf> +w  + k[^-~^- d 2 (u) / dxcty2 -  d 3(u) / dc3
- ~ Y ~ d 3(y)l  d 2xd<p + d 4w / d c 4 +2 d 4( w ) / d 2x d 2<(>
Da2
+d4(w)l  dfj>4 +2 d 2(w)l  d<f>2 + w] -  = 0
D = Eh3 / [12(1 -  v 2)] (see page 29) 
k = h2 /(12a2) (3)
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The complementary solution to equation (2) may be written as 
« = X Cmam u = £ C m
m=op
« =  X C m®mcos(w ^)exp(^ ,x /a)
m=0
77t=CC
v =  X C m^ ms i n ( r n ^ ) e x p ( 4 x /a )  (4)
m = 0
W = O0
m=0
The complete complementary solution will be the summations of terms from m =0 to 
m=oo. One can assume that the series may be truncated after the term m =n when n is 
larger enough. In equation (4), AM,£Dm, p„,, are to satisfy the conditions
[A,,,2 - ^ Y ^ m 2(\ + k)]con, 
= k(A>„3 +^y-A>,,m2) -
+ [ - ^ Y ' \ , 2 +m2 - | ( 1  - v )kA m2]pm
3 _ v  u  2 = m ~ m
At)? - 2 ( 2 m 2 -  v ) ^ 6 + [ X ^ -  + 6m2(m2 - l)]/^4 
-2m 2 [2m4 -  (4 -  v)m2 +(2 -  v)\A j‘ +m4(m2 - 1)2 = 0
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The m-th terms in equation (4) for m?K) contribute to the displacements with amplitude 
of wavelength 2;ra/m  in the (j) direction. As previously assumed, there exists a 
sufficiently large value of n such that equation (4) may represent the complementary 
solution with prescribed tolerance.
If the pipe and nozzle is thin shell as assumed, the term n2k ^  is negligible in 
comparison with unity. Then, the condition on is satisfied independently of m by
= * = (±)*i ± 'V\ = (±)£ ±ib (6)
where
b = [3(1- v'2) ~ t ] '4 (7)
the semi-infinite shell x > 0  is considered, the two solutions with positive, real part 
may be discarded in satisfaction of the conditions that solution be bounded for x ->oo, 
Then com, p m, can be simplified for k negligible in comparison with unity, as follows
(om = kk -  v / A
Pm = ~ ( 3 -  v ) k n i / ( l -  v) (8)
for all m, the solution may be written as
o)m =(ox±io)2
Pm = P\ ± i  Pi (9)
where
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a), = v 12b-kb
co2 = v 12 b + kb
—  3 ~  ^  , P , = - — t o
Pi = 0 ( 10)
The complementary displacements may now be determined from equation (4) and the 
membrane forces may be determined from the displacements. Of interest in this context 
are:
ID *  -i —})x fax
^ = 0 ) = - [ 0 - ^  U-iC\m~2kb i /Z C 2Jx e x p (— )cos(— )
+ ~ [ ( 1 - v2) H C 2m +2kb2v ' E c ]m]exp(— )sm(— ) (11)a a a
neglecting terms in ^ fw 2Clm which vanish, and
<^(>(*=0,^ =0) = Qm “  2n& (12)
^ ( ,= 0 .^=0 ) = - [ (3 -  v ) / ( l -  ^ ) ] ( ^ / f lX ^ ) Z w 2Clm (13)
M X(X=o,t=o) — kEK v ^L^\m 2b Z c 2m v ^ m  Clm) (14)
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where Cln; and C2mare constants; all summations, range from m =0 to m = n, (A^ , 
N x) are normal force components, and (M^  , M x) are moment components in the 
complementary solution, shown in Fig. 2.
When the origin of the shell coordinate, both for the pipe and nozzle, is mapped 
onto the midpoint of the juncture with the X axis pointing away from the juncture, one 
boundary condition is obtained by setting N x = 0 at the origin for both pipe and 
nozzle.
Thus, the following equation (15) is given
where, as in the following, superscripts M and B indicate pipe and nozzle, respectively; 
it is understood that the summations range from m =0 to m = n M or m = nB as 
applicable.
Overall equilibrium of quarter of the pipe-nozzle configuration requires necessarily
For thin shells, the analysis is significantly simplified by a release of along <f>M 
= ±n 12. Then, the last integral in equation vanishes. Inserting N $ from equation 
(11) into equation (17) and integrating gives, with equation (15) and (16)
(16)
(15)
p ( a u -  T I 2 \ a B - t l 2 )  = £ N m=0)dxM + £ N ^ =0)dxB + £ ( 17)
+{ }B = p ( a M - T I 2 \ a B - t l 2 ) (18)
By equation (15), (16), and (14)
22
=0)
262 ^ lm 2b2kD
(19)
with this, and specializing equation (11) for x= 0  and inserting the result into equation 
(18), one gets
ah
2b
N  I - ! ) 2' v«t(.r=0.<it=0) . 1 - V+ ~M_
h l b 2akh
M
+ { X  = p{aM - T I  l \ a B - t  12) (20)
if the term with M x , v 12b2 and k is kept in equation (20). Here, the terms containing 
M x are identified as the bending stresses in the X directions at the juncture, at a point 
located approximately halfway between the midsurface and the internal surface. 
Assume that the curvature parameter is small and the longitudinally normal stress is 
linearly distributed across through the pipe thickness at the juncture of pipe-nozzle 
connection. The longitudinally normal stresses for pipe and nozzle then be inserted into 
equation (20) at this point. Then, by equation (20)
l ~ ° 2 l h \ M 1 - t ;2 2 h \ B
[2b ° c + I t fakh  a J + {2b ° e + 2 b2akh a J
(2 1 )
= p (a Kt -  T / 2){aB -  t 12)
Finally, continuity of hoop strain together with the conditions N XB = N XM = 0 at the 
juncture gives the result that the hoop stress, ac + p a l  h ,  is continuous at the juncture:
Equation (21), (22) give the solution for the hoop stress at the juncture:
pa 2aMa B +(a2 l b )M + (az I b f
(ah I b)M + (ah I bY P -P
4b2ak l" M 4b2ak 1
J - v 2 h_ - P_ l - o 2 h_
(23)
where terms in the order of h/a have been neglected in comparison with unity. With 
respect to the nominal stress
<tv a/ = p ( a l h ) sl (24)
the stress in equation (23) can be expressed in terms of the stress concentration factor:
l a Bh u  +(ah lb )u + (a2 l b ) B / (a / h)M Ab2ak M 4b2ak
(ahl b)M + (ah /b)B (1 - v f h (1 - v f h
The pressure stress factors from the above model is to be compared with the 
results from the finite element analysis in this thesis and the results from other 
literature.
Based on the shell theory, Updike, D.P. and Kalnins, A. [37] treat an 
approximate analysis of the stresses in the vicinity of the crotch of a tee branch 
connection of cylindrical shell of equal diameter and thickness subjected to internal 
pressure loading. Updike, D. P. uses an overall equilibrium equation for a tee branch
24
connection developed by Lind [13] to extend the simplified method of Updike, D.P. 
and Kalnins, A. [37] to include tees connecting cylindrical shells of unequal diameter 
and thickness. The material of the structure is treated as isotropic and linearly elastic.
In the simple axisymmetric model presented in [37], the crotch portion of the tee 
is modeled as the junction of two cylindrical panels such as ABML and AGNI of 
Figure 4. The analysis subjects these panels to continuity conditions at point A and the 
circumferential stresses on the cut GAB to an overall equilibrium condition. It was 
determined in [37] that the stresses in the cylindrical panels may be determined with 
reasonable accuracy by neglecting derivatives in the circumferential direction in 
comparison with those in the meridianal direction.
p
Figure 4 Pipe-nozzle connection
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Updike neglected the derivatives in the circumferential direction and the 
approximation requires that application be limited to rather thin shells for which -JRT 
and -Jrt are much larger than unity. As a practical working limit the restrictions 
R / T > 20 (gamma)
r
r / t  >  20 r-  = £ -  = !L = p r
R  y
r / R >  0.3 
may be used.
The overall equilibrium equation for a tee branch connection developed by Lind 
[13] represents a balance of forces across the midplane of the structure. Referring to 
Figure 5 the tensile forces on the cross section HGABCJK of the structure are set equal 
to the resultant force of the pressure acting on area HGABCJK. If it is assumed that 
both the main shell and the branch are long and that the stress along KJ is the nominal 
loop stress, then the pressure times area ECJK is balanced by the tensile force along 
CJK.
Figure 5 The cross section of Pipe-nozzle connection
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This then requires that the tensile force on HGABC balance the pressure times 
area HGABCE (see Figure 5). The force balance equation then becomes
j  HGABC N g d x -  pR d , -  prd2 = pRr (26)
Expressions for the edge shearing forces Q*, and Q ,2 acting on the cylindrical 
panels ABML and AGNI at the junction point A ( Figure 4 ) are derived in [37] to be
Qx\R = J" a b c  Ngtfx — p R d ] (27a)
Qx2r = J AGH N (fix ~ Prd2 (27b)
Summing equations (27a) and (27b) and invoking (26) results in
Qx\R + QX2r = pRr  (28)
The edge rotation and circumferential strain (refer to Figure 6) at point A (see 
Figure 4) of the cylindrical panels joined at A may be expressed in terms of edge 
moments and shearing forces [34] as
d w j d x , = M xl /(/? ,£> ,)-& ! IQ-PtD ,)  (29a)
dw2 /dx2 = M x2 / (/32D2 ) - Q x2 / (2 p 22D2) (29b)
e 9i ~  Qxi / \ D^R) -  M x1 / ( 2 /?,)
s 0l = Qxi / (2 f i x3DiK ) -  M xl / (2f i ? D xR) + (pR)  / (ET) -  (vNxl) / (ET)  (30a)
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Figure 6 Cylindrical coordinate applied to a cylindrical pipe with displacement u, v, 
and w in X, Y, Z direction respectively
=Q , 2 / ( 2 P 23D2r ) - M , 2 l ( 2 P 22D2r ) H p r ) l { E t ) - { v N x2)l{Et)  (30b)
where
£,4 =3(1 - v2) ! { R 2T2) (31a)
^  = 3(1- v2) /  (r2t 2) (31b)
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and
D, = E T3 / [12(1 -  v2)] (see page 17) (32a)
D2 = £ / 3 / [12(1-v2)] (32b)
The stress resultants M xl,Qxl,N xl, M x2,Qx2, and N x2 at point A are now 
determined using the equilibrium equation (28) and five continuity conditions at A. The 
continuity conditions are
£ 0 2  = e m (33)
for the circumferential strain,
chi’2 / dx2 = -chi^ / dx] (34)
for the rotation of normal,
M x2 = M xX (35)
for the bending moments,
A satisfactory approximation away from the intersection for the axial membrane 
stresses are
N x ] = p R / 2  (36a)
N  x2 = pr 12 (36b)
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Equations (28)-(36) are a system of algebraic equations for the stress couples M xX 
and M  x2 and the hoop strains em and e&.
Once the stress resultants N xUN x2, M xl, and M x2 and the circumferential strains 
£m and En  have been found, stresses at point A may be calculated based on assumed 
distributions through the thickness. Direct stresses and nominal bending stresses are 
obtained by assuming a linear distribution. The meridianal direct stresses in the two 
shells where they attach at point A are given by
a <,\ = / T (37a)
a a2= N x2/ t  (37b)
while the nominal meridianal bending stresses are
ab]= 6 M x]/ T 2 (38a)
&b2= 6 M x2/t2 (38b)
The circumferential direct stresses are obtained from Hook's law as
° c \ = E s o + vNx \ I T  (39a)
a c2 = Eee + vN x2 / 1 (39b)
The above equations give the stress components according to shell theory, which 
assumes that stresses vary linearly through the wall thickness. Right at the crotch 
section, this stress distribution does not apply; therefore, the manner in which these 
calculations are applied in the design of pressure vessels depends on the type of loading 
present and the kind of failure anticipated. The local pressure stress from the above 
equations is to be compared with the results from the finite element analysis in this 
thesis. All the normalized stress factors may be inserted into the computation and sign 
notation sheet for local stress of pipe-nozzle model as shown in Table 1 and Figure 7, 
which are the standard computation sheet from WRC 107.
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Table 1 Modified stress computation table of WRC 107 including local pressure stresses
From
Fig
Read curves for C om pute  abso lu te  v a lue  o f  stress and 
en ter result
Bu D„ D,
3C(1) _ N j _ _ P _’ R„T '
1C(" m4p
Mt  6P
3A<» A„< N* . M, 
Mc / R m2p  R j p r
1A<» m4
M , I R mp A'sC
A l 4 6MC
3B<'> N t NtMlR^p 1 Rjpr ' 0T V,
IB'"
or
1B-1(1) A l L I RmP
A't (-
M LRmp  Rmpr
5P
Thru
8P
Pressure 
stress factor Pressure stress factor x P =
Add algebraically for summation of circumferential stresses, a4 •
4C(1) *»<■PfRn RmT
2Cti) *L
P
M .  6 P
4 A "1 l*A
M.IRjP
N* M,
M ' l R ^ P  n m2pr
2A(1)
m, 'R*P M , / R mp ) Rmp r 2
4BUI Na
2B(n
or
2B-1(1)
Ml'Rm'P
Na Ml 
M LRm2p  ’ R ^ p r  1
M L ' R mP A‘b(-
M,a JMi_ 
M LRmp ’ Rmp r i
IP
Thru
4P
Pressure 
stress factor Pressure stress factor x P =
Add algebraically for summation of longitudinal stresses, ax
Shear stress due to 
Torsion, Mr
Shear stress due to 
load, t'c W 1 ta-J
Shear stress due to 
load, vL
A'V,
Add algebraically for summation of A  ear stresses, Z—
COMBINED STRESS INTENSITY, S
(Note 1. Refer to figure in WRC 107 [38])
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X
P = Radial Load
M c -  Circumferential Moment
M l -  Longitudinal Moment
M r = Torsion Moment
Vc = Circumferential shear Load
VL = Longitudinal shear Load 
p = Internal Pressure 
Lp= Pipe length
T = Pipe Thickness 
t = Nozzle Thickness
3 = Nozzle Mean Radius / Pipe Mean Radius 
= Nozzle Thickness / Pipe Thickness 
y = Pipe Mean Radius / Pipe Thickness 
dp = Pipe Length / Pipe Mean Radius 
a D = Nozzle Length / Nozzle Mean Radius 
Ln= Nozzle length
Figure 7 Typical loads applied on pipe-nozzle connection 
(refer to Table-1, Modified stress computation table ofWRC 107)
CHAPTER 4
THREE DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
4.1 General
The finite element model o f the pipe-nozzle in this thesis uses plate/shell elements which 
are either three or four nodes formulated in three dimensional space. The normal rotation 
to the plane of the plate is not defined. Three translations and two rotations which 
produce out-of-plane bending are defined for these elements (see Figure 8 & 9). Plate/shell 
elements which are skewed to the global coordinate system (typical of shell models) must 
have all six degrees of freedom active. At these nodes, where surrounding elements are 
nearly coplanar but not globally aligned. In this thesis isotropic material is used for all the 
model. The material property data must produce a positive definite stress-strain matrix. 
Stress output includes in-plane membrane and out-of-plan bending stress.
K
POSITIVE
Pressure
N
\
OUTSIDE
SURFACE
X \\
INSIDE
SURFACE
Figure 8 Plate/shell element positive pressure direction (quadrilateral)
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In this thesis, by using plate/shell elements with six degrees of freedom, the pipe- 
nozzle fiill model is created by quadrilateral and triangle thin shell elements for a wide 
range of beta and gamma which cover most o f the needs in pipe-nozzle stress analysis. 
Due to the absence of axial symmetry, it is required to develop large number of elements 
and generate sufficient meshes to provide the asymptotic o f stress results.
POSITIVE
PRESSURE
OUTSIDE
SURFACE
INSIDE
SURFACE
Figure 9 Plate/shell element positive pressure direction (triangle)
4.2 Improved technique
From the pipe-nozzle geometry, elastic properties, and support conditions, one can easily 
see that it is symmetric with respect to the X-Y or Y-Z planes. Therefore, some quarter 
models presented in the past need to be very careful about the boundary conditions 
assigned to each cut-off plane and the expression of the results. Also the quarter model are
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not suitable for the pipe-nozzle configuration with large beta values. Since the point C (see 
Figure 1) at the pipe-nozzle juncture will lose the support from the pipe-nozzle 
configuration. In lieu of the above difficulties, this thesis employs the full finite element 
model which quadruple the model points and the quarter model analysis.
The stiffness o f the triangle element is different with the quadrilateral element. In 
order to minimize the effect caused by different elements, it is necessary to assign the 
triangle element away from the pipe-nozzle juncture as much as possible. The positive 
pressure direction for quadrilateral element and triangle element are shown on Figure 4 
and Figure 5. It is very important to make sure all the elements in the pipe-nozzle model, 
having the positive pressure, are directed to the outgoing normal o f the shell surface.
Due to the requirement of accuracy, one would like to use smaller elements around 
the pipe-nozzle juncture. The ratio of the size of the largest element to the size of the 
smallest element is restricted to a certain value in the finite element package. For the 
reason of keeping all the elements not having too much difference in their size, the total 
number of the elements is limited to a certain number to compromise the element size 
ratio.
There are approximately five thousand node points and three thousand elements in 
each of the above models. The actuarial numbers o f node and thus element vary with the 
beta, P, value of the model as tabulated in Table 2. Ten different full model of pipe-nozzle  
configurations have been created for each beta value, respectively, in this thesis. All these 
models require about 10,000 seconds of CPU time and 300 Megabytes hard disk memory 
to run a single case. The results need to be compressed and saved onto a floppy disk right 
after each run for future reference. All the computation were performed on a DX-66, 486 
CPU, personal computer with 8 Megabytes of RAM. A computer graphics representation 
for the full model finite element results is presented as shown in the Appendix D.
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Table 2 The number of node and element for each model with different beta value, (3
beta, (3 number o f node number of element
0 . 1 5011 3009
0 . 2 4965 2982
0.3 5021 3020
0.4 5174 3113
0.5 5268 3245
0 . 6 4862 2963
0.7 4989 2991
0 . 8 5118 3018
0.9 5002 3001
1 . 0 5131 3089
4.3 Assumptions
The typical configuration and basic nomenclature of the pipe-nozzle connection is defined 
as shown in Figure 1. The following assumptions are used:
1. The homogeneous and isotropic material is assumed in this analysis, and 
Hook's law is applied. The resulting stresses and strains are within the proportional 
limit of the material.
2. The influence of self-weight and temperature are neglected.
3. In the pipe-nozzle connection model, all the ends o f the pipe and nozzle are 
assumed to be either fixed or "built-in". The length of the pipe and nozzle are 
sufficiently long so that the boundary conditions at the ends o f the pipe, as well as 
the nozzle, will not effect the stress results.
4. There are no reinforcing, fillets, or transitions at the pipe-nozzle juncture.
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4.4 Asymptotic study
To ensure the accuracy of the results, several models with different elements and node 
numbers have been studied. For optimum accuracy within the framework of the software 
and hardware, the finite element model of plate/shell element with 96 nodes on the 
juncture o f pipe-nozzle connection is adopted, which is concluded from the asymptotic 
study as shown in Figures B-l through B-16 of Appendix B. Figures C-l through C-16 of 
Appendix C show the percentage of improvement with larger ap to the previous ap, and 
Figures C -l7 through C-32 show the percentage of improvement with larger a n to the 
previous an. As a result, the alphap, ap, (pipe length/pipe mean radius) should be as large 
as 8.0 and the alphan, an, (nozzle length/nozzle mean radius) should be as large as 4.0. 
For all those pipe-nozzle configurations which satisfy the above requirements, the 
boundary at the pipe and nozzle ends can either be simply supported or fixed. In other 
words, once the pipe and nozzle lengths are long enough, the effects due to either fixed 
end or simply supported end, has no significant effect to the stress results. In this thesis, 
fixed end boundary conditions are used for the pipe and nozzle ends.
4.5 Normalization studies 
A normalization study was performed to ensure the validity of using (3, (nozzle mean 
radius / pipe mean radius) and y, (pipe mean radius / pipe thickness) as the pipe-nozzle 
geometric parameters. Three models are discussed as follows:
In model 1, two physical pipe-nozzle models of different sizes are run with identical 
parameters o f ap =8 , an =4, P = 0.4, and y = 75 and under the same internal pressure.
Table D -1 through D-4 of Appendix D show that the local stresses from both runs are 
identical. This verifies the validity of using a , P, and y as geometric parameters for the 
study.
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In model 2, two more models of pipe-nozzle with the same parameters, a p =8 , a n 
-4, p = 0.5, and y = 50 are used. Again, the results from Tables D-5 through D- 8  of 
Appendix D prove that the geometric parameters a , p, and y are valid for the finite 
element analysis.
In model 3, two models with the same geometric configurations but under different 
internal pressures are run. The local pressure stresses results are listed in Tables D-9 
through D -12 of Appendix D. Again, they have shown that the normalization of pressure 
stress factor by a randomly selected applied internal pressure is valid.
CHAPTER 5
COMPARISON OF DATA
The pressure stress factors from this thesis for the cases of beta, P = r/R = 0.500, t=pT, 
and gamma, y = R/T = 150, 75, 25, 10, respectively, are compared with previously 
published data from Updike, D.P. [36], which was derived from theoretical stress 
function approach, also comparisons are made from data provided by Dickey, J.R., and 
Krishnamuithy, N., [34] with numerical approach for the cases of beta, p = r/R = 0.500, 
gamma, y = R/T = 150, 75, 25, 10, t/T = 0.3, and 0.6, respectively. The column (a) in 
Table 3-6 are the results of finite element analysis from this thesis with t=PT. The columns
(b) and (d) are the results from Updike, D.P. [36], columns (c) and (e) are results for 
numerical analysis data from Dickey, J.R., and Krishnamurthy, N., [6 ] for the cases of t/T 
= 0.3, and 0.6, respectively. The last column (f) are the results calculated by the newly 
proposed mathematical model from this thesis. Although the percentage of differences are 
seemly large as listed in Table 3 through Table 6 , since the thickness ratio are different and 
the lack of information on node points and boundary conditions from Ref. [36] and [6 ], 
therefore one may conclude that the stress factors from this thesis by finite element 
analysis and other mathematical models are in general agreement. Also, the stress factor 
results from the proposed mathematical model are closer to the finite element results 
presented in this thesis when y is small. This implies that one may use the simplified results 
from the mathematical model presented in this thesis when the pipe-nozzle are relatively 
thick.
The following tables (3-6) demonstrate all details of the above discussions:
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Case # 1
Table 3 Data comparison of stress actor for y = 150
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
ctp — Lp /R 8 not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
8
otn =Ln /R 4 not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
4
number of node points at 
the juncture of pipe- 
nozzle connection
96
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
used
|3=r/R 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
y=R/T 150 150 150 150 150 150
t/T .5 .3 .3 . 6 . 6 .5
Pressure stress factor in 
the circumferential 
direction of the pipe at 
point A l
1623 1902 1713 1432 1349 1857
Percentage of difference 0 % 17% 5.5% - 1 1 .8 % -16.9% 14%
(a) Stress factor from this thesis by finite element analysis, symbol" 9  " on Figure 10 
through 13.
(b) Stress factor from Updike, D.P. [36], by theoretical approximation for t/T=0.3, 
symbol "A" on Figure 10 through 13.
(c) Stress factor from Dickey, J.R., Krishnamurthy, N, [6 ], by finite element for t/T=0.3, 
symbol "□ "on Figure 10 through 13.
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(d) Stress factor from Updike, D.P. [36], by theoretical approximation for t/T=0.6, 
symbol "0" on Figure 10 through 13.
(e) Stress factor from Dickey, J.R., Krishnamurthy, N, [6 ], by finite element for t/T=0 .6 , 
symbol "x" on Figure 10 through 13.
(f) Stress factor from the mathematical model in this thesis for t/T=P, Symbol" ° " on 
Figure 10 through 13.
Case # 2
Table 4 Data comparison of stress 'actor for y = 75
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (e)
a p- L p  / R 8 not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
8
4 not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
4
number of node points at 
the juncture of pipe- 
nozzle connection
96
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
used
3=r/R 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
y=R/T 75 75 75 75 75 75
t/T .5 .3 .3 . 6 . 6 .5
Pressure stress factor in 
the circumferential 
direction of the pipe at 
point A l
563.2 694 737 526 578 638.4
Percentage of difference 0 % 23.2% 30.8% -6 .6 % 2 .6 % 13.2%
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Case #3
Table 5 Data comparison of stress actor for y = 25
0 0 (b) (c) (d) (e) .(e)
a  p- L p / R 8 not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
8
<*n= L * ! r 4 not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
4
number of node points at 
the juncture of pipe- 
nozzle connection
96
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
used
3=r/R 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
y=R/T 25 25 25 25 25 25
t/T .5 .3 .3 . 6 . 6 .5
Pressure stress factor in 
the circumferential 
direction of the pipe at 
point A l
118.3 144.2 174.0 110.9 135.5 124.13
Percentage of difference 0 % 21.9% 47.1% -6.25% 14.5% 4.9%
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Case #4
Table 6  Data comparison of stress factor for y -  10
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (e)
ccp=Lp / R 8 not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
8
<x„=LJ r 4 not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
not
reported
4
number of node points at not not not not not
the juncture of pipe- 
nozzle connection
96 reported reported reported reported used
3=r/R 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
y=R/T 10 10 10 10 10 10
t/T .5 .3 .3 .6 .6 .5
Pressure stress factor in 
the circumferential 
direction of the pipe at 
point Al
37.71 40.2 44.2 31.4 33.2 37.50
Percentage of difference 0% 6.6% 5.5% 17.2% -16.7% 0.56%
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CHAPTER 6
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The local pressure stress is then combined with other local stresses due to radial load, 
circumferential moment, longitudinal moment, and shear force to complement the 
computation and sign notation table for local stresses of pipe-nozzle model in WRC 
bulletin 107.
Example 1. A 12.75 in. O.D. pipe is intersected by a 5.325 in. nozzle with 0.375 in. 
thickness under internal pressure of 100 psi. In this model, mean radius o f the pipe, 
R=6.1875 in., the pipe thickness, T=0.375 in., mean radius of nozzle, r=2.475, and the 
nozzle thickness, t=0.375. The detail information are listed in the following tables.
Table 7 Geometric parameters and dimensions o f the illustrating pipe-nozzle model
a p=Pipe length / Pipe mean radius 8
<2 n=Nozzle length / Nozzle mean radius 4
/?=Nozzle radius / Pipe mean radius 0.4
y=Pipe radius / Pipe thickness 16.5
Lp=Pipe length 49.5 in
R=Pipe mean radius 6.1875 in
Ln=Nozzle length 9.9 in
r=Nozzle mean radius 2.475 in
T=Pipe thickness 0.375 in
t=Nozzle thickness 0.375 in
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As a result: beta, (r/R), 2.475/6.1875=0.40 and gamma, (R/T), 6.1875/0.375=16.5. 
Assume alphap (Lp/R) is 8.0 (i.e., a second nozzle, pipe bend, or trunnion is at least 49.5 
inches away from the center line o f the nozzle). Also, alphan (Ln/r) is 4.0 (i.e., a second 
nozzle, pipe bend, or trunnion is at least 9.9 inches away from the juncture of the pipe- 
nozzle).
For the local pressure stress factors, one can get the following datum from the 
pressure stress factor plots in the appendix A from this thesis for t=PT.
Figure IP gives pressure stress factor in the longitudinal direction at point Au of the
pipe = 77.20, then the local pressure stress = 7,720.00 psi.
Figure 2P gives pressure stress factor in the longitudinal direction at point Al of the
pipe = 37.80, then the local pressure stress = 3,780.00 psi.
Figure 3P gives pressure stress factor in the longitudinal direction at point Cu of the
pipe = 19.40, then the local pressure stress = 1,940.00 psi.
Figure 4P gives pressure stress factor in the longitudinal direction at point Cl o f the
pipe = 5.20, then the local pressure stress = 520.00 psi.
Figure 5P gives pressure stress factor in the circumferential direction at point Au of
the pipe = 110.50, then the local pressure stress = 11,050.00 psi.
Figure 6 P gives pressure stress factor in the circumferential direction at point A l of
the pipe = 61.80, then the local pressure stress = 6,180.00 psi.
Figure 7P gives pressure stress factor in the circumferential direction at point Cu of
the pipe = 1 0 .2 0 , then the local pressure stress = 1 ,0 2 0 . 0 0  psi.
Figure 8 P gives pressure stress factor in the circumferential direction at point C l o f
the pipe = 17.40, then the local pressure stress = 1,740.00 psi.
For the local stresses due to radial load, circumferential moment, longitudinal 
moment, torsional moment, circumferential shear force, and longitudinal shear force, one
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can get all the local stress factors and local stresses from Welding Research Council 
Bulletin 107 [38], Assuming that:
P (radial load) = 400 lb. (downward)
Me = 500 lb.-in.
Ml = 500 lb.-in.
Mt = 500 lb.-in.
Vc = 300 lb.
V l = -400 lb. (to the right) (see figure 7) 
p (internal pressure) = 1 0 0  psi.
All the local stresses, summation, and combined stress intensity are calculated and 
listed in Table 8 . In this table, the local stress factors from external loadings are taken 
from WRC 107 [38], and the local pressure stress factors, which are listed in Table 8 a, are 
taken from Figures IP to 8 P of Appendix A.
This table also demonstrate the results of stress intensity from tri-axial state of stress 
by considering the third principal stress as -p/2 .
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Table 8  Computation sheet for local stresses of pipe-nozzle model on pipe region 
modified from WRC 107.
From Read curves for Compute absolute value o f stress 
and eater result
AU a l Du Bl Cu cl D,
■ 1.221 -210 •210
• -  0.0424
M a 6 P
Kh{ p ) r 2 '
-723 723
1 TT
A„( N * ) **. 
Mc !Rm2P R * F
-62
kt4
U'IRmt
h<4 6 M r  
At< M , I R „ P ) Rm( j r '
£  * '  
f ' . 647 647
• 3B N d
M L ! Rm‘ P
-132
Rm2f?r
• IB or 
IB-1 hi4 6A/1
M L !Rn P
-151 131
M M  Rmp r 2
5F Thru Pressure stress factor,
IP see Table la_______  Pressure stress factor x p = -1020
Add algebraically for summation o f circumferential stresses, -
-2662
-350 -350
• 0.0227 A1a 6 PM-p ’T5"
-317
A'.
M.'Rm-P—  -  1.6680
A',________Mc
A”V * mv w
K'Rmfi -  0.0349 Kb{ir i
Mt 6 Af'
M ' I R m P  R „ p r
306 306
* 4B N .
M l ■R m ' P
■ 0.6817
N4 M l
A.( ..
M i R j p  R j p r
•2 B  oi 
2B-1 A/a M 0 6 M l
KbiMLRnP) RmPr1
-27| 271
IP Thru Pressure stress factor,
4P see Tabic la   Pressure stress factor x p - 7720 520
Add algebraically for summation o f longitudinal stresses, cr, •3131 715
Shear stress due to Torsion. M r Mt •27 •27
Shear stress doe to 
load. I'
"
Vc
ttrj'
92 •92
X ' k'-•V :::
4
Shear stress due to 
load. VL r»t mVlnr^T v s
•122 -122 122
Add algebraically for summation o f  shear stresses, T —* 119 119 -64 -64 -149 95
COMBINED STRESS INTENSITY. S
O l
~ \ t r 4 + D<1 -crJI) 1 + 4 r 2 ] 9132 6721 10409 6661 731 •1235
02
Tl 04 -fat -oi)2+4r2) 6641 •3527 7320
03 -p/2 •50.00 •50.00 •50.00
Stress intensity 9112 10241 3123 2219
M axim um  stress intensitv
* See WRC 107 [38].
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From
Fig.
Stress
factor
Au Al Bu Bl Cu c L Du Dl
5P 110.5 11050 11050
6 P 61.8 6180 6180
7P - 1 0 . 2 - 1 0 2 0 - 1 0 2 0
8 P -17.4 -1740 -1740
IP 77.2 7720 7720
2P -37.8 -3780 -3780
3P -19.4 -1940 -1940
4P 5.2 520 520
In this example, one can see that the circumferential membrane stress under internal
• i • PR  100-6.1875 pressure away from the juncture o f the pipe-nozzle is: —  = 1650 psL,
which is approximately 6.7 times less than the maximum local circumferential pressure 
stress.
The longitudinal membrane stress under internal pressure away from the juncture of
, • , • PR 100-6.1875 „ .the pipe-nozzle is: - — = --------------- = 825 psi, which is approximately 9.4 tunes less than
y 2 T 2-0.375 F y
the maximum local longitudinal pressure stress.
These indicate that the membrane pressure stresses can not be substituted as the local
pressure stresses in pressure vessel design.
Another example is given for the local pressure stress o f the nozzle, which is then
combined with other local stresses due to radial load, circumferential moment, longitudinal
moment, and shear forces to complement the stress computation table given by Lin, Sun,
& Koplk [12].
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Example 2. A 100.25 in. O.D. pipe with 0.25 in. thickness, is intersected by a 12.75 
inches nozzle also with 0.25 in. thickness. The internal pressure is assumed as 100 psi. In 
this example, mean radius of the pipe, R=50 in., the mean radius o f nozzle, r=6.25, the 
other external loadings are identical with example 1. As a result: beta, (r/R), 
6.25/50=0.125 and gamma, (R/T), 50/0.25=200. Assume alphap (Lp/R) is 8.0 (i.e., a 
second nozzle, pipe bend, or trunnion is at least 400 inch away from the center line of the 
nozzle), alphan (Ln/r) is 4.0(i.e. the nozzle has a minimum length of 24.9 in.). The detail 
information are listed in the following tables.
Table 9 Geometric parameters and dimensions of the illustrating pipe-nozzle model
a  p=Pipe length / Pipe mean radius 8
« (I=Nozzle length / Nozzle mean radius 4
/?=Nozzle radius / Pipe mean radius 0.125
y=Pipe radius / Pipe thickness 2 0 0
Lp=Pipe length 400 in
R=Pipe mean radius 50 in
Ln=Nozzle length 24.9 in
r=Nozzle mean radius 6.25 in
T=Pipe thickness 0.25 in
t=Nozzle thickness 0.25 in
For the local pressure stress factors of the nozzle, one can get the following data 
from the pressure stress factor plots in the appendix A. One notes that the pressure stress 
factors listed in Table 10a, from Figures 9P to 16P of Appendix A, are for the case o f t=P 
T, where as the local stress factors from Lin, Sun, & Koplik [12], are for the case of t=T.
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Figure 9P
Figure 10P
Figure I IP
Figure 12P
Figure 13P
Figure 14P
Figure 15P
Figure 16P
gives pressure stress factor in the longitudinal direction at point Ao of the 
nozzle = 2514.00, then the local pressure stress = 251,400.00 psi. 
gives pressure stress factor in the longitudinal direction at point Ai of the 
nozzle = 2125.00, then the local pressure stress = 212,500.00 psi. 
gives pressure stress factor in the longitudinal direction at point Co of the 
nozzle = 746.00, then the local pressure stress = 74,600.00 psi. 
gives pressure stress factor in the longitudinal direction at point Ci of the 
nozzle = 567.90, then the local pressure stress = 56,790.00 psi. 
gives pressure stress factor in the circumferential direction at point A o of 
the nozzle = 3166.00, then the local pressure stress = 316,600.00 psi. 
gives pressure stress factor in the circumferential direction at point Ai of 
the nozzle = 1639.00, then the local pressure stress = 163,900.00 psi. 
gives pressure stress factor in the circumferential direction at point Co of 
the nozzle = 594.20, then the local pressure stress = 59,420.00 psi. 
gives pressure stress factor in the circumferential direction at point Ci of 
the nozzle = 163.20, then the local pressure stress = 16,320.00 psi.
All the local stresses, summation, and combined stress intensity are calculated and 
listed in Table 10.
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Table 10 Computation sheet for local stresses of pipe-nozzle model on nozzle region 
modified from WRC 107.
Prom Read curves for Com pule absolute value o f stress 
and cuter result
Ref. (37| 
UP.15P
A'. -0 .6 .0 .19
" > ' 1  V
-154 -154
* „ < ■
Ref. [31) 
9P. 13P
.. W(> 6/> At,( p v  ■
-461 •461
Ret 137] 
7MC MeIRj0
A'r
M(!Rm20 RjfiT
Ref. 137] 
5MC
Md Afc<- hU w,M,!KP Rmfir1
■'■S'*
Ref. [31] 
7ML Ml Ht„20 K„( M lR J p  Rm' p r
-112
R et [31] 
5ML
A/,
>0.0014 A'&(‘ A /, 6A/Z 
M lK P  1 Rmp r '• ' ■
13P Thru Pressure stress factor, 
16P see Table 10a
163900 -39420
Pressure stress factor x p =
Add algebraically for summation o f arcomferential stresses, a 4 ■
164233 -13916
Ret 137] 
12P.16P
v*
—2—  -2.0281
PlRm
p
K n ( P>Rm ) RmT ‘
Ref ]37] 
10P. 14P -0.0227
A14 6 P 1306
Ret [37] 
IMC
A f<!Rm2P
-1.6680 M
M,
AI'lRjf) R„lpr
Ret 131] 
6MC
Mt 6Me 
Aft<A ic,RmP) RnPT1
Ret 137] 
IML V -
A // ' Rm P A „ (-
. A/1
' KILRm'p)~Rm-pT
Rd-.]31]
6M1.
M .
M L / R mp A'b (•
M4 6A /j 
M j R mP 1 Rmpr -
231
9P Thru 
12P
Pressure stress factor, 
see T  able 10a
231400
Prcssnre stress factor x p =
-212300 -74600 36790 -74600
Add algebraically for summation o f  longitudinal stresses, trx
Shear stress due to Torsion, A i  T Mj
*Shear stress due to 
load, V xx4 " 40nrj
Shear stress doe to 
load, 17 I P
Add algebraically for summatioD o f  shear stresses, T ~ -23
COMBINED STRESS INTENSriT, S
0 1
- f f , ) 2 + 4 r 2 ] 313717 164233 •61962
02
•210970 250350 •211454 •76276 36410
03 •p/2 •30
Stress intensity 315137 373617
Maximum stress intensity
* See reference [12] by Lin, Sun, Koplik
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Table Oa For local pressure stress factors on nozzle region.
From
Fig.
S tress
factor Ao Ai Bo Bi Co Ci Do Di
13P 3 1 6 6 3 1 6 6 0 0 3 1 6 6 0 0
14P 16 3 9 1 6 3 9 0 0 1 6 3 9 0 0
15P - 5 9 4 .2 -5 9 4 2 0 -5 9 4 2 0
I6 P - 1 6 3 .2 -1 6 3 2 0 -1 6 3 2 0
9 P 2 5 1 4 2 5 1 4 0 0 2 5 1 4 0 0
10P -2 1 2 5 -2 1 2 5 0 0 -2 1 2 5 0 0
I I P -7 4 6 -7 4 6 0 0 -7 4 6 0 0
12P 5 6 7 .9 5 6 7 9 0 5 6 7 9 0
In this example, one can see that the circumferential membrane stress under internal 
pressure away from the juncture of the pipe-nozzle is:
pR  _ 200_100125 _ 4 QJQQ • js 7  gg times less than the local pressure stress
T 0.25
component.
The longitudinal membrane stress under internal pressure away from the juncture of 
the pipe-nozzle is:
PR 100 100.25
IT  2-0.25
= 20050 psi, which is 12.5 times less than the local stress com ponents
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, a comprehensive study by finite element stress analysis of the full pipe- 
nozzle model for an extended range of P value from 0.1 to 1.0 and y value from 10 to 300 
is presented. Also, a new mathematically approximate model for certain configuration is 
suggested. The pressure stress factors at the juncture of pipe-nozzle connection from this 
thesis may complement WRC 107 as a new component in conjunction with local stresses 
from other external loadings, such as radial load, moments, and shear forces.
From the local pressure stress factor plots, the following conclusions are made:
1. The increase of gamma, y = R/T (pipe mean radius/pipe thickness) generally makes 
the local pressure stress higher, which means, the thinner the shell the higher the local 
stresses.
2. The highest local pressure stress appears to be around 0.5 of p.
3. The local stress can be many times higher than the membrane stress away from the 
pipe-nozzle intersection due to internal pressure. Therefore, these results provide 
significant data base for pressure vessel design.
4. The node point C, at the transverse plane of the pipe-nozzle intersection, generally 
are under compression and have less stress value than the node point A, at the 
longitudinal plane of the pipe-nozzle intersection.
56
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5. The modified mathematical approximation method suggested in this thesis (see 
equation 25) provide the results which are good for small curvature of pipe-nozzle 
configuration, such as, P < 0.5, y < 75.
6 . One notices that the maximum local pressure stresses do not always occur on the 
pipe portion of the juncture.
7. When the engineering modulus is different from 30 x 10^ psi, the new local pressure 
stress factors may be obtained by multiplying the ratio of new modulus to 30 x 1 0  ^
psi to the factors.
APPENDIX A 
PRESSURE STRESS FACTOR PLOTS
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APPENDIX B 
NODE POINT NUMBER ASYMPTOTIC STUDY
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Normalization Studies 
Model 1
a  = 8, p  =  0.4, y  = 75
Case # 1 R=10 in, r= 4 in, Lp=80 in, Ln=16 in, 
T= 0.13333 in, t  = 0.05333 in.
Case # 2 R=20 in, r=  8 in, Lp=160 in, Ln=32 in, 
T= 0.26667 in, t = 0.10667 in.
Table D-l Material properties of case # 1 and case # 2 
Material properties:___________________________
E=Young's Modules 3.00E +07 psi
/y=Poisson's ratio 0.3
p=Intemal Pressure 100 psi
Pipe Material 316 SS
Nozzle Material 316 SS
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Table D-2 Geometric parameters and dimension of case # 1 and case # 2
Case # 1:
a =Pipe length / Pipe mean radius 8
« n=Nozzle length / Nozzle mean radius 4
/?=Nozzle radius / Pipe mean radius 0.4
7 =Pipe radius / Pipe thickness 75
Lp=Pipe length 80 in
R=Pipe mean radius lOin
Ln=Nozzle length 16 in
r=Nozzle mean radius 4 in
T=Pipe thickness 0.13333 in
t=Nozzle thickness 0.05333 in
Case # 2:
a p= Pipe length / Pipe mean radius 8
cr^Nozzle length / Nozzle mean radius 4
/?=Nozzle radius / Pipe mean radius 0.4
y =Pipe radius / Pipe thickness 75
Lp=Pipe length 160 in
R=Pipe mean radius 20 in
Ln=Nozzle length 32 in
r=Nozzle mean radius 8 in
T=Pipe thickness 0.26667 in
t=Nozzle thickness 0.10667 in
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Table D-3 Stress and stress factor comparison table at node A of case # 1 and case # 2
Stress Factor = Stress / Internal Pressure = cr / p
(1) Outside surface of pipe at node A_____________ ___________________________
Model No. case # 1 case # 2
Longitudinal Stress, psi 52,590 52,590
Stress Factor 525.90 525.90
Circumferential Stress, psi 87,640 87,640
Stress Factor 876.40 876.40
(2) Inside surface of pipe at node A
Model No. case # 1 case # 2
Longitudinal Stress, psi -39,020 -39,020
Stress Factor -390.20 -390.20
Circumferential Stress, psi 61,270 61,270
Stress Factor 612.70 612.70
(3) Outside surface of nozzle at node A
Model No. case # 1 .case # 2
Longitudinal Stress, psi 62,390 62,390
Stress Factor 623.90 623.90
Circumferential Stress, psi 91,210 91,210
Stress Factor 912.10 912.10
(4) Inside surface of nozzle at node A
Model No. case # 1 case # 2
Longitudinal Stress, psi -46,030 -46,030
Stress Factor -460.30 -460.30
Circumferential Stress, psi 59,970 59,970
Stress Factor 599.70 599.70
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Table D-4 Stress and stress factor comparison table at node C of case # 1 and case # 2
Stress Factor = Stress / Internal Pressure = cr / p
(5) Outside surface of pipe at node C_____________ ________________ ___________
Model No. case # 1 case # 2
Longitudinal Stress, psi -11,860 -11,860
Stress Factor -118.60 -118.60
Circumferential Stress, psi -13,400 -13,400
Stress Factor -134.00 -134.00
(6) Inside surface of pipe at node C
Model No. case # 1 case # 2
Longitudinal Stress, psi 7,954 7,954
Stress Factor 79.54 79.54
Circumferential Stress, psi -8,274 -8,274
Stress Factor -82.74 -82.74
(7) Outside surface of nozzle at node C
Model No. case # 1 case # 2
Longitudinal Stress, psi -25,440 -25,440
Stress Factor -254.40 -254.40
Circumferential Stress, psi -17,050 -17,050
Stress Factor -170.50 -170.50
(8) Inside surface of nozzle at node C
Model No. case # 1 case # 2
Longitudinal Stress, psi 20,210 20,210
Stress Factor 202.10 202.10
Circumferential Stress, psi -5,334 -5,334
Stress Factor -53.34 -53.34
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Normalization Studies 
Model 2
a -  8, {3 -  0.5, y  = 50
Case # 3 R=20 in, r= 10 in, Lp=160 in, Ln=40 in, 
T= 0.4 in, t — 0.2 in.
Case # 4 R=30 in, r= 15 in, Lp=240 in, Ln=60 in, 
T= 0.6 in, t = 0.3 in.
Table D-5 Material properties of case # 3 and case # 4 
Material properties:___________________________
E=Young's Modules 3.00E +07 psi
/y^Poisson's ratio 0.3
p=Intemal Pressure 100 psi
Pipe Material 316 SS
Nozzle Material 316 SS
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Table D-6 Geometric parameters and dimension of case # 3 and case # 4 
Case # 3:
a p~Pipe length / Pipe mean radius 8
a n=Nozzle length / Nozzle mean radius 4
/?=Nozzle radius / Pipe mean radius 0.5
/=Pipe radius / Pipe thickness 50
Lp=Pipe length 160 in
R=Pipe mean radius 20 in
Ln-Nozzle length 40 in
r=Nozzle mean radius lOin
T=Pipe thickness 0..4 in
t=Nozzle thickness 0..2 in
Case # 4:
a  ^ P ipe  length / Pipe mean radius 8
a n=Nozzle length / Nozzle mean radius 4
/?=Nozzle radius / Pipe mean radius 0.5
/-P ip e  radius/ Pipe thickness 50
Lp=Pipe length 240 in
R=Pipe mean radius 30 in
Ln=Nozzle length 60 in
i-Nozzle mean radius 15 in
T=Pipe thickness 0.6 in
t=Nozzle thickness 0.3 in
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Table D-7 Stress and stress factor comparison table at node A of case # 3 and case # 4
Stress Factor = Stress / Internal Pressure = cr / p
(1) Outside surface of pipe at node A_____________ ___________________________
Model No. case # 3 case # 4
Longitudinal Stress, psi 37,900 37,900
Stress Factor 379.00 379.00
Circumferential Stress, psi 47,910 47,910
Stress Factor 479.10 479.10
(2) Inside surface of pipe at node A
Model No. case # 3 case # 4
Longitudinal Stress, psi -29,640 -29,640
Stress Factor -296.40 -296.40
Circumferential Stress, psi 26,930 26,930
Stress Factor 269.30 269.30
(3) Outside surface of nozzle at node A
Model No. case # 3 case # 4
Longitudinal Stress, psi 43,250 43,250
Stress Factor 432.50 432.50
Circumferential Stress, psi 49,060 49,060
Stress Factor 490.60 490.60
(4) Inside surface of nozzle at node A
Model No. case # 3 case # 4
Longitudinal Stress, psi -35,530 -35,530
Stress Factor -355.30 -355.30
Circumferential Stress, psi 25,340 25,340
Stress Factor 253.40 253.40
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Table D-8 Stress and stress factor comparison table at node C of case # 3 and case # 4
Stress Factor = Stress / Internal Pressure = cr / p
(5) Outside surface of pipe at node C_____________ ________________ ___________
Model No. case # 3 case # 4
Longitudinal Stress, psi -4,676 -4,676
Stress Factor -46.76 -46.76
Circumferential Stress, psi -7,286 -7,286
Stress Factor -72.86 -72.86
(6) Inside surface of pipe at node C
Model No. case # 3 case # 4
Longitudinal Stress, psi 2,467 2,467
Stress Factor 24.67 24.67
Circumferential Stress, psi -6,846 -6,846
Stress Factor -68.46 -68.46
(7) Outside surface of nozzle at node C
Model No. case # 3 case # 4
Longitudinal Stress, psi -9,178 -9,178
Stress Factor -91.78 -91.78
Circumferential Stress, psi -7,982 -7,982
Stress Factor -79.82 -79.82
(8) Inside surface of nozzle at node C
Model No. case # 3 case # 4
Longitudinal Stress, psi 5,295 5,295
Stress Factor 52.95 52.95
Circumferential Stress, psi -6,724 -6,724
Stress Factor -67.24 -67.24
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Normalization Studies 
Model 3
a  = 8, (3 = 0.5, y = 50 
R=20 in, r= 10 in, Lp=160 in, Ln=40 in,T= 0.4 in, t = 0.2 in 
Case # 5 Internal Pressure = 100 psi 
Case # 6 Internal pressure = 125 psi
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Table D-9 Material properties of case # 5 and case # 6 
Material properties:___________________________
E=Young's Modules 3.00E +07 psi
//HPoisson's ratio 0.3
p=Intemal Pressure 100 psi
Pipe Material 316 SS
Nozzle Material 316 SS
Table D-10 Geometric parameters and dimension of case # 5 and case # 6
orp=Pipe length / Pipe mean radius 8
a„=Nozzle length / Nozzle mean radius 4
/?^Nozzle radius / Pipe mean radius 0.5
X=Pipe radius / Pipe thickness 50
Lp=Pipe length 160 in
R=Pipe mean radius 20 in
Ln=Nozzle length 40 in
r=Nozzle mean radius lOin
T=Pipe thickness 0..4 in
t=Nozzle thickness 0..2 in
Case #5 Internal pressure = 100 psi 
Case #6 Internal pressure = 125 psi
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Table D -ll Stress and stress factor comparison table at node A of case # 5 and case # 6
Stress Factor = Stress / Internal Pressure = a  I p
(1) Outside surface of pipe at node A_____________ ________________ _____________
Model No. case # 5 case # 6
Longitudinal Stress, psi 37,900 47,375
Stress Factor 379.00 379.00
Circumferential Stress, psi 47,910 59,888
Stress Factor 479.10 479.10
(2) Inside surface of pipe at node A
Model No. case # 5 case # 6
Longitudinal Stress, psi -29,640 -37,050
Stress Factor -296.40 -296.40
Circumferential Stress, psi 26,930 33,663
Stress Factor 269.30 269.30
(3) Outside surface of nozzle at node A
Model No. case # 5 case # 6
Longitudinal Stress, psi 43,250 54,063
Stress Factor 432.50 432.50
Circumferential Stress, psi 49,060 61,325
Stress Factor 490.60 490.60
(4) Inside surface o f nozzle at node A
Model No. case # 5 case # 6
Longitudinal Stress, psi -35,530 -44,413
Stress Factor -355.30 -355.30
Circumferential Stress, psi 25,340 31,675
Stress Factor 253.40 253.40
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Table D-12 Stress and stress factor comparison table at node C of case # 5 and case # 6
Stress Factor = Stress / Internal Pressure = <x / p
(5) Outside surface of pipe at node C__________________________________________
Model No. case # 5 case # 6
Longitudinal Stress, psi -4,676 -5,845
Stress Factor -46.76 -46.76
Circumferential Stress, psi -7,286 -9,108
Stress Factor -72.86 -72.86
(6) Inside surface of pipe at node C
Model No. case # 5 case # 6
Longitudinal Stress, psi 2,467 3,084
Stress Factor 24.67 24.67
Circumferential Stress, psi -6,846 -8,558
Stress Factor -68.46 -68.46
(7) Outside surface of nozzle at node C
Model No. case # 5 case # 6
Longitudinal Stress, psi -9,178 -11,473
Stress Factor -91.78 -91.78
Circumferential Stress, psi -7,982 -9,978
Stress Factor -79.82 -79.82
(8) Inside surface of nozzle at node C
Model No. case # 5 case # 6
Longitudinal Stress, psi 5,295 6,619
Stress Factor 52.95 52.95
Circumferential Stress, psi -6,724 -8,405
Stress Factor -67.24 -67.24
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